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1: Artists and the Mind in the 21st Century
As an Art Lover, I need the Artist Statements to better understand the work. As an artist, I almost never do them
anymore. The Art World requires so many unnecessary protocols I find it the antithesis to the nature of Art itself.

Consider the following questions: How are their bodies represented in the final art works? How do the artists
represent the female and male body? How do they create universal images of the body, and how do they create
personal images of themselves? Choose a few of the above questions to respond to, or create your own. Write
a response in a one- or two-paragraph essay. What qualities does contemporary society consider beautiful
today? How are the standards of beauty different for men and for women? What do you and your peers do to
conform with or rebel against these standards? How do you receive messages about what is considered
beautiful? Often the media influences our standards of beauty and fashion. Collect images of beauty in
magazines, advertisements, newspapers, and on the web. On a large sheet of paper, draw a line down the
middle. On the left side, paste images that conform to typical standards of beauty. On the right side, paste
images that defy these standards. How many images did you find for the left side? How many did you find for
the right side? To make Anthropometry, Klein, a male artist, would direct female models covered in paint.
How are they different? Does the fact that Schneemann used her own body and Klein used the bodies of
women change how you view their works? People often style their hair to align themselves with certain trends,
social groups, or political statements. Pick a work of art that depicts people. Start by visiting the website for
Hair: Looking at the subject s in the work of art, think about what their hairstyles might reveal about their
identity. What does your hairstyle say about you?
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Artists and art historians began to investigate how images in Western art and the mediaâ€”more often than not produced
by menâ€”perpetuated idealizations of the female form. Feminist artists reclaimed the female body and depicted it
through a variety of lenses.

A discussion on this topic Conceptual Art Sucks I figured it was about time I write an article explaining why
conceptual art sucks, since every time I encounter conceptual art, I start to twitch. In , this guy named Walker
Evans took some really nice black and white pictures of depression-era sharecroppers in rural Alabama. But
the fun is just starting. He then set up two different web sites, each featuring a different set of scans, with
downloadable certificates of authenticity, evidently to add further conceptual "weight" to his "piece. There is
no recognizable difference between any of the photographs. Even the site design is identical. Now how much
would you pay? Things get a little sketchy at this point. But one thing is certain. There are 3 conceptual artists
one in and two in feeling very clever and smug. There are several museums, graduate arts programs, and
online galleries buying into this crap. So the "art" of this art lies primarily dare I say, solely in the idea that the
artist statements convey. This is why the stuff is called conceptual art. Conceptual artists believe that by
making the idea the art, they have escaped the bonds of the art object, they have bypassed the skill necessary
to make the art object, and they have superseded all the other "base machinations" that have historically been
associated with art. We are now trafficking in the realm of pure thought, mind to mind. The sad and very
pertinent fact is this: The conceptual artist would resent this observation, countering that the artist statement is
merely incidental, and not part of the art itself. Very convenient, but a simple removal of the artist statement
proves that it is the very vehicle through which the "pure" concept is transferred. Conceptual artists may say
their artist statements are incidental, but conceptual artists are wrong. This is why conceptual art is poor art.
With abstract oil painting, the artist is communicating in the media of color, shape, texture, canvas, and paints.
With abstract multimedia art, the artist is communicating in the media of sound, light, spoken words, patters,
rhythms, series, written words, etc. Note that with these forms of historically defined "real" art, the artist is
still conceptual. He is still sharing a concept. So he learns and masters speaking to us via other more visceral,
emotional channels besides mere prose. The real artist embraces the fact that a pure idea cannot be transferred
from one person to another without first being encoded into some form of media. Accepting that fact, he
masters the media of his choice, and he send his "concept" to us on waves that connect with our whole being,
not just our analytical minds. Whereas the conceptual artist can only strike our minds. Wanting to escape the
confines of media and traffic in the realm of pure idea, the conceptual artist inadvertently winds up trafficking
in one of the most thin, unresonant, distracting forms of media yet contrived -- the artist statement. To make
an analogy, the "real" artist is a 7-foot tall, dreadlocked drum and bass DJ broadcasting via radio, satellite,
broadband, and cable. The "conceptual" artist is a little year old kid mumbling into a paper cup, all the while
imagining that he is practicing some sort of radical new form of telepathic communication. Conceptual art is
popular for three main reasons: So they turned to thinking of ideas and writing artist statements. The art object
was center stage, the artist was only slightly left of center more or less, depending on your particular critical
emphasis , and the curators and critics were somewhere in the wings. What heady stuff this conceptual art is to
a curator! And since the curator is the figurehead of the modern art community, he has a very central role to
play in "the concept. If this were not the case, conceptual artists would just go don some scuba gear, swim
about in a public fountain noticed only by a few disinterested passers-by, and return home with the satisfaction
of a conceptual job well done. Ironically, if any art ever needed a gallery, conceptual art does. And the
fame-hungry curator is more than happy to oblige. What heady stuff this conceptual art is to an art critic! After
all, the artist statement is now the central and sole medium. No more trying to figure out what the art means!
Now the art critic can play a part in defining what the art means. And who better to join in all this conceptual,
linguistic fun than the champing-at-the-bit-to-be-witty-and-insightful post-modern art critic? Thus the critic
became the creator albeit the creator of a mind-numbingly convoluted type of intellectual prose. Now the
modern art critic can join in the "creative" fun as well with conceptual art! No more subservience to the art
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object or to the artist. Meanwhile the art patrons evacuate in droves. But never mind them. This is ugly," the
conceptualists were free to run amok. My hunch is that learning how to make real art is too hard for him.
Learning to communicate something valuable and worthy, whether visually or poetically or aurally or
whatever, takes a lifetime of devotion. So he takes the short track to fame and goes conceptual. Salieri was
born too soon. Scheming, jealous, petty, vain, able to manipulate public opinion -- Salieri could have written
his own ticket as a self-pimping conceptual artist, a post-modern art critic, a pseudo-intellectual graduate
professor in cross-media studies, a cliquish gallery curator, or any number of lesser titles in the
wack-wack-wacky world of contemporary art. He would have been just another populist Jon Bon Jovi. Some
would argue that conceptual art is really more like an irritant, a conversation starter, a stunt to get people to
think. So take it to the streets, protest, write essays, be political. Meanwhile, give me back my tax money, stop
teaching my children, and use your galleries to send concepts down fatter and more emotive media pipes than
the thin mumbo jumbo prose of some hackneyed artist statement written by some wannabe who never made
any real art. If I may be allowed a value judgment.
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Administrative History. The New York Feminist Art Institute (NYFAI) was founded in New York City in It was established
by a group of women artists, educators, and administrators: Nancy Azara, Lucille Lessane, Miriam Schapiro, Carol
Stronghilos, Irene Peslikis, and Selena Whitefeather.

In this exhibition, I present three sculptural works: Thinking Rock is a sculpted rock with an aluminum
thought bubble on top. The two LED signs on the thought bubble carry messages that tell the story of the rock.
Stories are written and uploaded electronically into the LED by a computer and can be altered to suit a specific
location. I also invite writers to contribute their own stories to Thinking Rock. Love Buttons is a sound
sculpture installation consisting of hundreds of buttons hanging on walls in four rows at eye level. Suspended
from the ceiling are ten thought bubbles. Embedded in each of the thought bubbles is a CD walkman that plays
thousands of different epithets recorded using a computer voice. Buttons emblazoned with the same epithets
are free for the public to take. The SOB works playfully take on the play of power through sexual intercourse.
The use of the symbolic two-headed-dildo-with-condoms-on is a way to represent the vulnerability of all
involved in sex. In addition, it also shows that sex is not about one person having power over the other but an
intricate balance of both sides in the process. Kaz Oshiro We are living in an environment where we are
surrounded by all kinds of objects, and these objects often become second nature to us and soon we begin to
care less about them. In that sense, objects exist just like the environmental noise that we are no longer
sensitive to. John Cage and his friends have argued that even irritating ordinary noise can be valuable, like
chamber music with its own will. Their argument recommends putting existing sounds on the same table and
proposes that there is an anti-hierarchical sentiment within every sound in the world. Thus, ideally my objects
may be placed in any condition at any place without identification that labels the objects as art. Hopefully, my
works transcend the chaotic aspect in our ambience as does environmental noise. I am contributing two video
installations for this show: His work is multilayered, allowing access from and interpretation on many levels.
These are combined with events, friends who drink hundreds of cans of Sapporo, dainty little chains, perfume,
trees, feathers, stickers, and contrived Dali-articles. Acid-wash jeans woven through a ceramic structure and
raised off the floor about three feet high with steel pipe. Maybe there is a moment of recollection of the
specified time and place, or a fake memory of a moment that never happened in the 80s but is constructed in
and grafted into a time that seems to support these materials. The memory seems as much personal as it could
be collective, accessible to most who were teenagers in California in the late eighties and probably, by
association, to a much wider circle. I never know how much additional or personal information I would want
to know or would give to anyone because the information might obstruct the complex information that is there
to understand from what is seen or given with the work. I believe that humans are the most beautiful creatures
that exist in nature. Humans can be distinguished from animals because we have been given a thought process
that often creates illusions about how we perceive the world around us. When humans use one of their senses,
signals are sent to the brain; the brain then associates the sense with an experience that occurred in the past or
the present which causes us to feel a certain way emotionally. In one day, the human mind is constantly
thinking and constantly dispersing many types of feelings. Moreover, humans tend to create more negative
feelings than positive ones. Most of the time, our own suffering stems from the worries concerning the
unknown future. And, throughout our lives we also experience lots of mixed emotions that cause us to worry
more than we really should and all this worrying can lead us into depression. We believe that material
possessions such as cars, computers, televisions, radios, and telephones can truly make us happy, but we are
often wrong. These things only make us happy for a short period of time. The more machines and products are
developed for our pleasure and convenience, the more our minds sink into a pit of suffering because we allow
these things to control us. We allow ourselves to accept whatever feelings we have at a given moment without
questioning it; this can be disastrous to our lives. Perhaps, if we learn how to control our minds, we can live
happier lives. And, if humans can keep their emotions at a medium rate not too emotionally high or low , they
can function better on many levels.
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Exhibition materials include artist statements, checklists, artist correspondence, Series staff correspondence and office
records, Series exhibition ephemera and publicity materials, and floppy disks with printouts of their files.

Crafted in gold, chrysocolla and shells, this sea god was made for a Mochica ruler some time between and A.
In La Mina was looted, and by the time archeologists learned the ornament existed, it had been smuggled to
Spain. After being recovered by Scotland Yard in London, it was repatriated to Peru in Some experts have
questioned its vague provenance, but the museum says evidence of its pre history complies with UNESCO
guidelines. Wari, Peru, Bag with Human Face, â€”, alpaca or llama hide, human hair, pigment, cotton, coca
leaf contents. Latelyâ€”reversing centuries of discriminationâ€”the art made after the Spanish conquest has
been edging out pre-Columbian on exhibition schedules. The Montreal exhibition defines Peruvian identity by
tracking symbols and myths that emerged hundreds of years before the Spaniards arrivedâ€”how they were
manifested in pre-Columbian civilizations; how they persisted, submerged, in the post-Conquest era; and how
they were reclaimed and reasserted in modern times. The pre-Columbian works range from a Cupinisnique
ceramic stirrup-spout bottle depicting human and feline heads dating from B. Nazca-Huari, south coast,
Poncho with Felines â€” A. In the Colonial era, the unprecedented mixture of people, materials, and styles
from America, Europe, Asia, and Africa, led to the emergence of new art forms and iconography. The
catalogue explores the endurance of native cosmology in the new context. The Pelican feeding its young with
its own blood, a symbol for the Eucharist since the Middle Ages, was a favorite of masters of the Andean
Baroque. A key opens the hinged door on the back to allow the placement of the host for use on Holy
Thursday. The painting shows a man holding a Mochica pot depicting a prisoner with his hands tied behind
his back, and a rope knotted around his neck. Displayed alongside a portrait of the conquistador Pizarro, it was
a clear reference to the oppression of Indians, past and present. As image of the new nation that began to be
disseminated in books, photos, and postcards, the image of the Indian was slow to emerge. When it did, it was
to satisfy interest overseas. Like the majestic bowler-hatted women of the altiplano depicted in so many
paintings here, their genealogy is mixedâ€”some deeply obvious, some deeply encoded. Leonor Vinatea
Cantuarias, Pastoras Shepherdesses , , oil on canvas. It might have been interesting to see how visual artists
from more recent times took from their native traditions, mixed them with international art currents, and ran
with them. But that will have to be the subject of another show.
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Sure you can have modern artists consciously commenting on a wide range of things from social and political issues to
visual and contextual statements, but there will always be a visual subtext to the art that exists separately and registers
in the viewer's mind before they know or even think about what they're looking at.

This is an open-access article subject to a non-exclusive license between the authors and Frontiers Media SA,
which permits use, distribution and reproduction in other forums, provided the original authors and source are
credited and other Frontiers conditions are complied with. This article has been cited by other articles in PMC.
The two curators mounted an exhibition MINDmatters May-June, at the Laconia Gallery in Boston in which
they showcased the work of artists who had chosen mental processes as their primary subject. These artists
were reacting to the new vision of the mind revealed by science; their inquiry was subjective, sensory, and
existential, not empirical. They approached consciousness from several vantage points. Some of the artists had
had personal experience with pathologies of the brain such as dementia or cancer and were puzzling out the
phenomenon consuming the mind of a loved one. They looked to neuroscience for clarity and understanding.
Some artists were personally involved with new techniques of cognitive psychotherapy. Others were inspired
by the sheer physical beauty of the brain as revealed by new imaging technologies. Two of the artists explored
the links between meditation, mindfulness practice and neuroscience. One artist visualized the increasing
transparency of the body as researchers introduce more and more invasive technologies. The artists are not
working from a scientific agenda. Artists work intuitively with metaphor and react on an intuitive level to
internal and external existential phenomena. But the influence of science is pervasive in contemporary life.
What the study shows is that a new vision of the mind is replacing the ones that dominated the art of the 20th
century. The links between the founder of Surrealism, Andre Breton, and the theories of Freud are well
documented Nadeau, These tendencies persist today, but now they are blended with imagery inspired by
recent neuroscience. The artists in our study approached the mind from a variety of perspectives. Structure
Several of the artists in our survey focus on neural structure, the brain as an organic electrochemical system.
She translates structures revealed by micro photography into poetic, personal statements.
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In the same decade, artist Linder drew on the spirit of punk and the anti-establishment politics of Dada to create
photomontages that subverted traditional media images into unsettling statements.

Trained as a dancer, she models her figures on herself, using her own body as a vehicle for exploring
existential narratives and advanced scientific and mathematical theories, while challenging conceptions of how
the female has been represented in art and art history. Where do we come from? Why are we here? How was
the universe made? The figures in my work operate as carriers of these musings. Image courtesy of the artist
and Half Gallery. While some works seem dark and dystopian, others are tinged with notes of humor and
levity; others still feel sweet, or elegant. Her characters came alive brilliantly in an animated film earlier this
year in a fitting collaboration with the Metropolitan Opera. It is such a lovely experience for me. The
challenge of it and the ideas that I want to explore feel much easier to do when I am alone in my studio. Lives
and works in New Haven, Connecticut Left: Photos by Maurizio Esposito. Courtesy of the artist and T Self
creates large patchworks combining painting, swatches of fabric, and canvas that examine the black female
body in the present. Lives and works in Los Angeles, California Left: Jesse Mockrin, The Stroll, ; Right: Jesse
Mockrin, Moonage Daydream, Images courtesy of the artist and Night Gallery. Mockrin traces her unique
figurative style back to her early teens. I feel like I have always been able to see the figure better than anything
else and gravitated towards painting it. Lives and works in Baltimore, Maryland Left: Images courtesy of the
artist and moniquemeloche, Chicago. Having grown up attending private school in the American South,
among few other black children, Sherald has long been drawn to addressing constructions of race in her
paintings, responding to personal experiences as well as black history. Since moving to Baltimore, where she
completed her MFA at Maryland Institute College of Art in , the nature of her work gravitated towards the
social issues and discourse of the surrounding community.
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In order to promote the field of artist communities, DAC provides opportunities for the public to engage with resident
artists through a special offering of the artist's design such as a lecture, slideshow, pop-up exhibit, reading or
performance.

How many do you know? Robert Atkins introduced the latest edition of his book ArtSpeak at the New York
Public Library last night by admitting that artspeak has gotten a bad rap. ArtSpeak, the book, is not like that. It
also explains what separates Pathetic Art from kitsch, and how Abject Expressionism differs from Abstract
Expressionism. Atkins has been working at some of these definitions for a while. The first edition of ArtSpeak
came out in ; the next in Since then the art world has globalized, digitized, and expanded from the studio and
gallery to other disciplines. Here are excerpts from 15 of the 30 new additions to the newest version of
ArtSpeak. Xu Bing, Book from the Sky, â€”91, books and ceiling and wall scrolls printed from wooden
letterpress type using false Chinese characters. Arnold Mesches, The Plaza Preacher, , oil on canvas. Abject
Expressionism Coined by the critic and curator Michael Duncan for the subtitle of his exhibition L. Raw at the
Pasadena Museum of California Art in , Abject Expressionism is a term that points ahead to twenty-first
century approaches to art: Synonyms that are occasionally heard include Los Angeles Figurative Style and the
more general figurative expressionism. Abject Expressionism refers to works of painting, assemblage,
sculpture, and photography produced after World War II by artists in Los Angeles. These dark and humanistic
meditations in the wake of Hiroshima and Buchenwald were rendered in figurative styles that ran counter to
the Abstract Expressionism that dominated New York. Abject Expressionism also undermines the view of Los
Angeles as a backwater whose art scene emerged only in the sâ€¦. Frank Moore, Patient, , oil on canvas on
wood panel with red pine frame. Invariably modeled on earlier news photos depicting famines or other
catastrophes, these often grisly pictures depressed the spirits of those with HIV and terrified those who did not
have it. This, too, proved an unsatisfying approach that conveyed little information. Amiri Baraka , built upon
the political achievements of the Civil Rights movement of the s while demanding a more radical
transformation in the artsâ€”and all other aspects of societyâ€¦. Barbara Jones-Hogu, Unite, , screenprint. It
revitalized the work of well-known older artists such as Elizabeth Catlett and Lois Mailou Jones and helped
validate figurative imagery that almost invariably announced the race and gender of its producers. It also
paved the way for artists such as Benny Andrews, Barkley Hendricks, and Betye Saar to follow more easily
the dictates of their sensibilities. Contemporary Indigenous Australian Art Also known as Aboriginal art,
Indigenous Australian art has been made by the Indigenous peoples of Australia since time immemorialâ€¦.
Aborigines painted, carved, wove, or engraved sacred images and symbols on rocks, bark, stones, or cave
walls. Christian Thompson, Black Gum 2, , C-type print. The process began in , when painter Rex Battarbee
taught the Aboriginal artist Albert Namatjira the watercolor medium, with such success that he became the
first Aboriginal Australian citizen. Despite indiscreet revelations of some tribal secrets, this has become
perhaps the most recognizable style associated with Aboriginal Australian culture. Liu Wei, Crazy Race, ,
installation view. In the same article, he also named the sometimes-overlapping style Political Pop, asserting
that the pair of approaches effectively captured the ironic mood of China after The shared characteristics of
the two styles can make representative examples of them difficult to distinguish. Comprising twenty artists at
the time of its founding in July , the Gutai Art Association spanned two generations and numbered fifty-nine
artists over its eighteen-year existence. Yoshihara exhorted young artists to reject tradition and seek new and
directâ€”that is, concreteâ€”encounters with the materials of art, regarded as metaphors of forceful encounters
with life itself. The astonishing success of graffiti art in New York a decade earlier would also provide
inspiration. These artists did not, however, make up a formal group; they neither issued a manifesto nor
pursued collective goals, with one exception: Around several of them collaborated on indoor installations in
municipal venues including the Yerba Center for the Arts and the South of Market Cultural Center. New
Media New media is a blanket term that once referred exclusively to the genre of art produced by mechanical
reproduction in media more recently invented than photographyâ€”that is, beginning with video. New media
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was initially defined in opposition to the long-established media of photography, painting, and sculpture; in art
schools, it was sometimes paired with performance under the rubric of time-based art. The use of new media
in this sense was primarily limited to schools and museums, where it continues to be employed in this way.
Confusingly, it is also occasionally used in reference to private means of electronic communication, such as
e-mail. Outsider Art Roger Cardinal coined the term outsider art for his book of the same name, published in
Although outsider artists lack formal training, they are often obsessively committed to their art making. Their
works may appear to be innocent, childlike, and spontaneous, but this is usually deceptive. Outsider artists
frequently borrow conventional compositions and techniques from the history of art, and many maintain a
remarkably consistent level of quality. There is a general outsider style. In painting this tends toward bright
colors, abundant detail, and flat space. Louise Lawler, Woman with Picasso, , cibachrome. Mel Chin, Revival
Field, ongoing, plants, industrial fencing on a hazardous waste landfill. Social Practice The origin of the term
social practice is a mystery. Synonyms for it are public practice, participatory art, dialogical aesthetics, and
relational aesthetics, the last phrase from the influential book of the same name by the French art historian and
theorist Nicolas Bourriaud. Although the definition of social practice is vague, the use of the term by art
schools and universities has led to its rapid institutionalization. Support also comes from foundations such as
the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts, nonprofit arts organizations such as Creative Time, and some museums,
most notably the Queens Museum of Art, New York, which commissions projects by social practice artists
who work with immigrants. Adrift on the Hourglass Sea, , archival ink jet print. Its earliest antecedents
include the late-nineteenth-century astronomical research enabled by advances in telescopic technology and
the concurrent publication of the imaginative novels of the French writer Jules Verne, a forerunner of the
science fiction genre, whose tales of extraterrestrial, subterranean, and undersea adventure remain among the
most widely translated books ever. Staged Photography Although the term staged photography suggests
falsification or fakery, it actually means pictures conceived and constructed by the photographer for the
purpose of being photographed. James Casebere, Yellow Hallway 2, , framed cibachrome print mounted to
dibond. It is synonymous with the less frequently used set-up photography and encompasses the subset of
fabricated photography. The difference between fabricated and staged photography is one of subject matter.
Tropicalist works in all forms shared a monumental goal:
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Artist Statements. Shane Abad. The ability for the individual to exist in the world without reference to categories or
indexes of people types, others, or another, i.e. the object of one's affection, is all but impossible.

Michael Connors I was unaware of the ledger drawings. The way the drawings were disassociated with the
text of the ledgers gave me an insight into the chasm that must have existed between indigenous people and
those who invaded the continent. His primary interest as an artist and educator has been to explore ways in
which new technologies can be integrated with traditional printmaking techniques. Much of his current work
reflects his interest in environmental and quality of life issues, and a deep commitment to maintaining the
health of the natural systems of the planet. His work has been shown nationally and internationally in
exhibitions and print exchanges. Georgia Deal My work explores visual recollection and the imprint of
memory. Here, it responds to the historic account of the capture and forced assimilation of the Native
Americans brought to Fort Marion, Florida. Responding to the ledger drawings of their imprisonment, my
work breaks down the narrative to a more refined and skeletal state, where these images are not so much
stories as junctures. The accounts from these drawings of the schooling and acculturation forced upon the
Kiowa and other native tribes was especially moving, and the source of inspiration for the piece I have
contributed. It speaks to the loneliness, isolation and tragedy of their fate. I continue to work with handmade
paper, as I find its inherent richness and tactility match the phenomenon of memory, with its own vivid and
textural impressions. The native plants included in the paper reference the connections that indigenous
American peoples have with the earth, its rhythms and cycles, and tells its own story. I employ printmaking
processes, with its ability to layer, hide and reveal, echoing the complexity of their story, history and
lamentable outcome. Surplus military uniforms as well as forced European haircuts, instruments of
psychological warfare perpetuated by the government, reflect the horrific state of lack of personhood and of
knowledge of impending duration of imprisonment and further fate afforded the prisoners. A clenched fist,
traditional visual symbol of struggle for freedom, rather than a resigned hand: Ledger-like layout and visual
movement from the right to the left of the support stemming from the broken heart , mimic drawings produced
by the prisoners, while animals vital to native traditions and circles of warm color serve as symbols of
persisting hope. In her research, Fedorchenko is drawn to the human figure as a universally comprehensible
symbol for our kind and to the baggage it contains. Her work is in the permanent collections of several
museums as well as university, corporate and private collections throughout the country. Ruthann Godollei I
had heard the story of nineteenth century Native American ledger drawings done under such stress and
hardship years before this project. The word refers to the ledgers, which were made for bookkeeping in the
Euro-American capitalist system displacing indigenous peoples, but also telling stories and histories, and
ultimately holding the captors responsible for their actions with the judgment of time. She is currently at work
on a print series exploring an alternative vocabulary of the Recession. She has sponsored and participated in
numerous print exchanges and giveaway projects. Melissa Bob My response focused on plants the Kiowa use
in their daily and ceremonial life. The pattern I created with them somewhat mimics a tropical vacation shirt
tourists wear. While imprisoned the Indians were a tourist attraction, which provided them the opportunity to
sell their ledger drawings to the tourists. Melissa is a Lummi Nation citizen from Bellingham, Wash. In
Melissa received her master of public administration in tribal governance degree from The Evergreen State
College in Olympia, Wash. In and , Melissa interned in Washington, D. As part of her extensive arts
background Melissa completed a studio internship at Sidereal Press, where she helped print a portfolio of
etchings by Seattle artists. She also worked as studio assistant for Northwest artist Joe Feddersen Colville
Confederated Tribes , from whom she studied printmaking at Evergreen. Brush Art Gallery; and at St.
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Connective Tissue: New Approaches to Fiber in Contemporary Native Art features contemporary Native American artists
who integrate various forms of fiber art media and methods to achieve their visions and to make their statements. They
share an interest in the materiality and technique of fiber art.

Mother and Child Painting Oil on Canvas 20" x 20" I work from old family photographs, poorly lit, badly
composed and ever present. These banal images that chronicle our common experiences inspire me the most. I
am interested in exploring the psychological significance of body language; in observing the subtle
interactions between family members and friends. Impromptu snapshots reveal a great deal about the
relationships between and among the subjects pictured. I purposefully do not include the details of individual
faces; rather, I emphasize body language to convey the dynamics of interactions and personalities. Posed in
archetypal, almost theatrical settings, these figures become portraits from our collective memories, and we
recognize ourselves in them. My work requires the viewer to look into the past while maintaining an eye in the
present. The influence of the fields, woods and lakes of that region are apparent in his work today. He was also
fortunate in being able to visit the wonderful museums in Chicago, a short train ride away. Terry received his
art training at the University of Illinois, at Urbana-Champaign. Terry has been a full time artist since , and
lives in San Francisco, California. During those times of intensely focused play, my imagination and my spirit
spoke at once and the surreal, fantastic world became inseparable for me from the realm of deep feeling. My
art will keep changing, as I keep changing, because I am not looking for a formula, even a formula for beauty
or expressive power. I am looking for a fuller creative experience. I employ nonlinear structures that permit
multiple and contradicting layers of meaning to comfortably coexist. I focus on methods through which
personal, cultural and political narratives are constructed and then use those methods to create a set of
alternative â€”albeit absurd â€” hypothetical scenarios that allow for flexible, rather than fixed perspectives.
My work reinterprets and introduces new meaning to physical spaces and objects by engaging with them and
their intrinsic layers of context. His site-specific installations lie at the intersection of art, architecture and the
natural world, leveraging new technologies to build works in glass. The sculptures respond sympathetically to
the definition of architectural space, and range in scale from small and intimate to very large works. The
colors and shapes come to life as light plays across their surfaces. I am especially interested in the mysterious
ways in which frosted glass can diffuse light and mute color. By creating a contemplative and meditative
atmosphere in the work, I encourage exploration into the veils of darkness and ambiguity Although my art
vocabulary was initially roote in the traditions of American Abstract Expressionism in the style of Mark
Rothko or Barnettenewman, my years of designing and building houses lead me to a fascination with the
character and integrity of different materials and forms of material-based expressions. The chemical
relationship that materials form with each other completely captivates me, so I set up situations where they can
interact. The process can be enlightening and elightful or dangerous. I made mustard gas once without
realizing it. The physical construction of the work is complex. Layers of plaster are applieid to wood panels to
develop the base texture. I imbed fibert, sand, sawdusst, hair and other "found" materials into the layers to
build up the texture and character of the work and as an homage to things of the earth. I apply layers of stain,
paint, dyes and ground pigments to the plaster surface, followed by layers of metal leaf or metallic
compounds. Through a series of chemical processes, I age and patinate the surfaces. Though each chemical
process is neutralized as it is completed, the pieces may show slight changes over time rust crystals tend to
grow and patinas deepen in character. This is also a metaphor for the concept of the work. I create units out of
the machine made, which represents the part of me that tries to be perfect and in control, and compose them
into unevenly spaced and imperfectly connected wholes such as rows of text, columns of measurement and
accumulations of cells. I am exploring tension between rigidity and relatedness, the intellectual and the
physical, the repulsive and the appealing, the ideal and the real. One major body of work references graves,
shrouds, ruins, and decayed relics, drawing attention to significant, often unrecognized endings. A separate,
yet parallel body of work alludes to generative forms such as seeds and pods and the possibilities of renewal.
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Her current Anatomical Denim series is an examination of the fragile space the body occupies between these
beginnings and endings.
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